Solar active regions are known to be brighter in Lyman (• radiation than the quiet sun. Accordingly, they illuminate more H atoms in interplanetary space through resonance scattering. As we show here, this excess of illumination related to active regions is clearly seen in full-sky Lyman a maps recorded by the SWAN instrument on board SOHO, including those excesses resulting from active regions which are on the far side of the Sun. Since solar activity is most often connected to solar active regions, this technique could be used in the future to improve the quality of Space Weather forecast , by earlier detection of the birth of a new active region on the far side of the sun, before it comes into Earth's view at the East limb.
Introduction
Solar activity impacts the Earth's environment through a variety of mechanisms, and it affects occasionally orbiting spacecraft. Efforts are conducted in order to forecast, from solar observations, what could be the impact with a few days advance notice (so-called Space Weather discipline). In addition to CMEs, solar activity is often related to the presence on the surface of the Sun of an active region, which appears rather suddenly and may last for several months. It increases the solar UV and EUV irradiance, which heats the upper atmosphere, both on the 11 year solar cycle and the 27 days (solar rotation) time scales. The resulting atmospheric inflation brings higher densities at a given altitude, increasing the atmospheric drag on orbiting spacecraft and debris. Their orbital parameters are modified, and the short term solar variability effect is a concern in (at least) two areas. High resolution imaging of the ground from space requires an accurate knowledge of the spacecraft position in order to orient the camera in the right direction. The International Space Station, very sensitive to atmospheric drag, must be maneuvered to avoid collisions with other spacecraft and space debris, which orbit must be precisely known to predict potentially dangerous encounters [Lean, 1997] . in the solar UV spectrum (110-400 nm), Lyman a (La) radiation at 121.6 nm shows the largest variability, at the 100-120 % level [Floyd et a/.,1998 ]. At 121.6 nm the L(• radiation is in Copyright 2000 by the American Geophysical Union.
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0094-8276/00/2 000GL003722505.00 the far UV; it is absorbed by the atmosphere and can be observed only from space. It could be noted however that N 2 is transparent, and 02 has a narrow window (0.2 nm) of increased transparency ( a factor of 100) at La. Therefore it penetrates more deeply in the atmosphere (down to 60-70 km). Associated with the fact that it is the most variable solar feature in the solar Far UV, it indicates the importance of this variability for aeronomical processes. In the present article, we discuss the possibility to monitor from space the changes of the solar L(x output from the far side of the sun, which could result in a better forecast system of solar UV/EUV irradiance and atmosphe- density in the solar system. In fact, some attempts of forward modelling made in the course of this study failed to reproduce perfectly the sky maps. Systematic departures were found at 5-i0 % level, uncorrelated with solar active regions, but rather pointing to small deficiencies of the H model distribution. But analyzing a series of daily maps would be easier. From one map to the next, the La intensity change ( in each celestial direction) is the sum of three effects: -the geometrical parallax effect; -the solar rotation of a fixed pattern distribution of solar surface L a emission, both effects that are easy to compute with the forward model; and the changes in the non-isotropic solar illumination pattern. The changes of H in the solar system may be neglected because of their longer time scale. New bright areas could be identified, and located rather precisely on the surface of the sun, even on the far side. In this process, the data assimilation techniques that have been developed for meteorological weather forecast could be of great help. Data assimilation is a standard technique used in weather forecast: the meteorological field analyzed for the present time is extrapolated into the future with a numerical model expressing the laws of physics; then, new measurements are mixed with the predictions of the model for an update of the metorological field (sequential assimilation). In our case, the laws of physics to be considered are mainly the rotation of the sun and the transport of La radiation from the surface of the sun to the sky mapper. In conclusion, it could be remarked that this assimilation exercise would also benefit from the direct observation of solar activity on the near side of the sun.
